
Vale Eric Andrews 

It is with great sadness that we advise QRA Members of the passing of Eric Andrews. The map and 

compass sport community has lost one of our greatest technicians. 

Eric was the driving force behind the establishment of rogaining in Queensland. In October 1991, 

along with Bryan Coolahan, Eric organised the first ever rogaine in Queensland, a 12-hour event at 

Kooralbyn won incidentally by current QRA Vice-President Dave Firman. Then he organised the 

second one in March 1992, a 6-hour at Cherrabah. In 1993 he organised the first Queensland 

Rogaining Championships (ie our first 24-hour rogaine) in the Gregory River area near Bundaberg. 

These events were all organised under the auspices of the Queensland Orienteering Association 

(now Orienteering Queensland) 

By 1994, rogaining had developed sufficient momentum here and QRA was formed, with Eric as the 

inaugural President, and Bryan Coolahan as Treasurer. Eric continued to organise, and compete in, 

rogaines in Queensland and interstate. He also participated actively in Australian Rogaining 

Association (ARA) affairs. 

With QRA becoming an ARA member in late 1994 our first opportunity to host an Australian 

Rogaining Championships (ARC) came in 1998 and was held in the Eskdale area. Naturally, Eric was 

the organiser, plus joint course setter with Gordon Howitt. In 2005 QRA was again the ARC host, this 

time at Cherrabah, and again Eric was the organiser, course setter and mapper. He also made the 

map for the 2007 ARC at Ross River in the NT, the site of this years’ WRC. 

Whenever QRA needed to “pull and rabbit out of a hat” to get an event happening, Eric was there. 

For the 2004 QRC, the aptly named “11th Hour Rogaine”, Eric found and organised the land, made 

the map, set the course and organised the event, all in a matter of weeks. He also set the course for 

the 2012 QRC the “Just Bluffing Rogaine” using the same Eskdale area as the 1998 ARC. Personally I 

rate this as the best set rogaine I have ever competed in. Indeed, I rate Eric as the best rogaining 

course setter I have experienced and given my 150+ rogaines I have seen a few. He had the capacity 

to set a challenging course on a mediocre area and use a challenging area to its best advantage. 

In 2014 we had major concerns about the capability of the course setter for the WRC in South 

Dakota. Eric was asked to provide guidance to the setter, a task he willingly accepted. Whilst he 

didn’t make any friends on the other side of the Pacific through the process he did change a very 

poor course design into something that used the available terrain well and was acknowledged as the 

joint course setter for the event. Just a pity that the field execution was rather below the standard of 

the course setting! 

Until his physical health started to decline Eric was also a seriously competitive rogainer winning the 

XV in the 1994 ARC with wife, Liz Bourne. 

And in reality, his contribution to rogaining was quite minor by comparison to the one he made to 

Orienteering at both a State and National level. Plus of course he represented Queensland in Rugby 

and served over two decades in the Armed Forces, including seeing active service in Vietnam. 

  



I had a lot of interaction with Eric over the past three decades. He was the first person to teach me 

the basics of navigation. I was a member of that inaugural QRA Executive with Eric and was the 

Vetter for the 2005 ARC which included doing all the setting fieldwork as, by that time, Eric was no 

longer physically able to do long hard days out in the field. 

There is no question that Eric could be challenging to deal with at times, but then who am I to talk! 

We did not always agree on issues, indeed sometimes we animatedly disagreed. However, no-on 

could ever validly question his; sincerity, commitment, technical capability or experience. He lived a 

life full of passion, commitment and service and those of us who know him well are much richer for 

that opportunity. 

Richard Robinson 

 


